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versus 24-hour Clinics
Emergency Departments

Ov e r- c r o w d i n g  a t  p u b l i c  h o s p i t a l 

Emergency Departments is the latest 

healthcare challenge to catch the public 

imagination. While headlines are screaming 

“Packed Hospital ERs” (Straits Times  8 Sept 

2008) and “Need a Hospital Bed, You may need 

to Wait” (Straits Times 19 Jan 2008),  the Straits 

Times was quick to focus on the statistic that 

more than half  the attendances “could easily 

have been treated at a polyclinic or a private 

doctor's office”. 

What might the issues be, that lead the public 

to flock to EDs while “Deserted 24-hour Clinics” 

languish? How do patients decide where to attend 

in the middle of the night?  

PRICE, CONVENIENCE AND QUALITY
Arguably, consumers would make after-hours 

healthcare choices based on considerations of 

price, convenience and quality. How does a  

24-hour clinic match up against a hospital ED?

EDs unfortunately charge a fixed fee which 

will include medicines, laboratory and imaging 

investigations. Hence, when taken in totality, 

patients may if  considering only their wallets, 

r ight ly  dr i f t  to  the  ED. The sheer  number 

o f  Gener a l  Pr ac t i t ioners  (GPs)  may  make 

geographical convenience to be a no-brainer 

but unless one is sure of  the opening hours, 

equally sure that an X-ray is not needed, and 

finally also sure that one’s employer recognises 

Medical Certificates from the private healthcare 

institutions, the ED may be a more reassuring 

opt ion  of fer ing  cer ta int y  of  fac i l i t i e s  and 

recognition of  medical leave. The ED is also 

sometimes the fastest way to gain access to 

the hospital system, and it is not unknown for 

patients to use the ED to seek specialist care 

later. Finally, the touchy issue of quality. Patients 

often have a misconception that hospitals are 

staffed with only specialists and that the doctors 

attending to them would be more experienced 

and expert compared to the GP in their housing 

estate. Sadly, they are mistaken and it is far more 

common to find a young, inexperienced doctor 

in the ED than a senior specialist but given this 

misperception, it is entirely understandable why 

patients still prefer the ED.

PATIENTS ARE MAkING THE RIGHT 
CHOICES… FOR THEMSELVES
In patients’ minds, hospital EDs score better on the 

key parameters of price, convenience and quality. 

It is not true that patients need to be educated 

about proper use of the ED – in actual fact, from a 

personal perspective, they are using the ED in the 

most appropriate way! Healthcare is often cited as 

an example of market failure, but in this instance, 

the market works… but too well. Consumers are 

making the ‘best’ choices… for themselves.
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WHAT CAN EMERGENCY 
DEPARTMENTS DO 
I f  a  s o l u t i o n  i s  to  b e  f o u n d ,  co n s u m e r s ’ 

choices have to be aligned to societal benefit. 

It is unrealistic to expect otherwise. Pricing 

remains politically delicate, but perhaps tiered 

pricing based on time of  attendance coupled 

with piecemeal charging would level pricing 

considerations. It  would seem perverse that 

spending more of  society’s money results in 

spending less of  one’s own.

EDs wil l  remain convenient due to their 

very nature and it is unlikely that much can be 

done by the ED management. Quality is another 

diff icult  lever to use: while many hospitals 

would  b e  g l a d  to  re duce  the i r  emergency 

workload, they also want to pursue doggedly 

e lect ive pat ients  and aspersions on qual i ty 

would impact both.

All  things considered, pricing deterrents 

might be the simplest short-term solution while 

efforts are made to shore up primary healthcare 

and encourage community care as  a  v iable 

alternative for even after-hours healthcare. It 

would be difficult and perhaps even dangerous 

to expect patients not to attend if they believe 

they  are  i l l .  The  chal lenge  then i s  f inding 

appropriate healthcare facilities that patients can 

attend without undue societal burden, be they in 

primary or tertiary settings.

Finally, hospitals may elect to simply not go 

against the tide and instead welcome all comers! 

By ensuring that patients attending with minor 

ailments pay sufficiently to expand ED resources 

to cope with the increased numbers, spilling 

into outpatient clinic space as necessary (and 

incidentally optimising their fixed infrastructure 

costs), hospitals may one day find a lucrative 

financial model in the ED.  n
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I managed to spend sometime in the Zócalo 

historical area where I visited the Templo Mayor, 

Catedral Metropolitana and Palacio Nacional.

The Templo Mayor was the main temple of the 

Tenochtitlan. The temple rose 60 metres above the 

city's ritual precinct and was surmounted by dual 

shrines to the deities Huitzilopochtli (god of war 

and sun) and Tlaloc (god of rain and fertility). 

It was mostly destroyed in 1521 when Spanish 

conquistadores, lead by Hernán Cortés conquered 

the Aztec empire. The remains have been turned 

into a walk-through museum which is one of the 

more popular tourist sites to visit.

The Catedral Metropolitana is one of  the 

largest churches in Latin America. The style 

of  architecture is Spanish Baroque and a pair 

of 64-metre neoclassical towers which hold 18 

bells fronts the edifice. The most famous of the 

catedral's retablos (altars) is the Altar de los Reyes, 

built by the Spanish artist Gerónimo de Balbás, the 

first example of the Estipite style in Mexico.

In the Palacio Nacional, I was suitably impressed 

by the work of the muralist Diego Rivera who 

produced enormous  murals  depic t ing  and 

celebrating the history of Mexico, which occupy 

110m2 of wall space on the second floor.

This was just a whistle-stop tour of the city. I 

hope to be able to explore more if I get the chance 

to return. In the meantime, I’d better brush up 

my Spanish…

On my last night, I  met up with Alan, a 

f r i e n d  w h o m  I  m e t  w h i l e  o n  H M D P  i n 

London while staying at Goodenough College  

(www.goodenough.ac.uk); it had been more than 

a year since we last met. He introduced me to the 

proper way to consume tequila and we ate, chatted 

about life in Mexico and reminisced about life in 

London. This was the perfect way to end my trip.

Am so looking forward to Cape Town next 

year ... n
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*Welcome to Mexico!




